To
All the Distt. Dy. Director of Education,
Directorate of Education,
Delhi / New Delhi.

Sub: Preparation of cultural item by Delhi School Children for Republic Day Celebration 2015 at Rajpath.

Sir/Madam,

As you are aware that every year, Delhi School children participate in Republic Day celebrations at Rajpath. I am pleased to inform you that this year also, the first selection of items of school children by the Expert Committee of Ministry of Defence will take place during the second week of October, 2014.

You are requested to bring it into the knowledge of all the Heads of schools under your district including the Private unaided recognized & Govt. aided schools.

It has also been decided that at least one government school from each zone should compulsorily present one item before the Expert Committee. For this purpose, they have to start preparations right now for these items.

A. **Ground performance norms:**

(i) The Republic Day Parade is held at Rajpath which has a paved width of 40 feet and unpaved path of 14 feet on the northern and the southern sides, thus, providing a total width of 68 feet. The Presidential dais is on the southern side. The Parade advances from Vijay Chowk to India Gate i.e. from West to East and is held in the forenoon on 26th January every year. Speed of movement is a good walking pace.

(ii) Performance area is 134 feet long and 68 feet wide. Time allocation to each children’s item shall not exceed 2 minutes including entry and exit.

(iii) Placards, hoardings or written messages are not generally desired. Teachers, supervisors or/and other adults are not allowed to accompany the children in the performing area. All children’s items are required to be accompanied by appropriate effects/ music, professionally recorded. All clues need to be incorporated in the sound effect / music. Whistle signals, arm waving signals and the likes are not permitted.
B. Age Group:

26th January falls in the beginning of final school terms. Rehearsals take almost three months prior to 26th January. It is obvious that children who have board examinations in March/April/May following the Republic Day Parade cannot be included in the children’s items. Children below 11 years of age are usually difficult to manage in public performance at such a scale. It would, therefore, be pragmatic to include children of the 6th to 9th and 11th classes from schools of age group 11 to 16 years.

C. Type of items:

The items should be simple, aesthetic and inspirational avoiding heavy complicated message giving techniques. The items are a part of a running Parade and the time for performance is very short, thus, the item should be impressionistic and should have a visual appeal. The efforts should be on total impact rather than too many details. The items can be Creative and Thematic. It is a difficult and challenging task, as it requires creativity, innovation and choreography of a higher order. The theme can be simple conveying the relevant message from children’s view point. The items should be appealing to the children to enhance their awareness besides entertaining them and others. What is important is to first think out a concept and to plan it out with the help of a choreographer, if it has potential of being given a practical shape within the limitations of time and space. The costumes and music should also be creative, pleasant and appropriate to the themes.

D. Selection of Items

The proposed items for participation in the Republic Day Parade would be examined on ground by an Expert Committee set up by the Ministry of Defence consisting of eminent personalities from different fields such as dance, music, choreography etc. The performance of the proposed participating troupes would be evaluated by the Committee in its various meetings and final selection would be made based on various factors such as relevancy of theme, choreography, music, costumes and overall performance. Only the sample of the costumes to be worn are to be shown in the meetings of the Committee. Once the selection has been made, the participating school/Centre would have to take the prior approval of the Committee before ordering preparation of costumes, jewellery for the performing children. The approval of the Committee would be accorded on the basis of the sketches/designs drawn on paper by the particular agency so as to leave no scope for ambiguity at a later stage.

The services of good designers could also be taken for overall improvement of the item. The costumes made of desired fabrics and jewellery etc. should be ready by 15th January i.e. well before the start of the combined rehearsals on the Rajpath.
In case of non-adherence to the instructions given by the Expert Committee to an agency, the permission already given for participation in the Parade could be withdrawn.

You are requested to bring these contents into the knowledge of all the schools under your district so that they may start preparations from now onwards to make them enable to be ready to present their schools items before the Expert Committee of Ministry of Defence.

If any Government school requires funds for making preparations of the item to be presented, then the district authorities may send the proposal, well in advance, so that the funds may be allocated to them in time.

The list of interested participating schools should reach this office latest by 5th September, 2014 along with the detailed write-up of the items proposed for performance.

The venue of the selection of items will be intimated in due course.

Yours faithfully,

(SATPAL)
ADDL. DIR. OF EDN. (PE & SPORTS)

Copy to:

1. Under Secretary (Cer.) MOD, South Block, New Delhi.
2. All Heads of school, Dte. of Edn.
3. All ADEs, Dte. of Education.
4. All Eos, Dte. of Edn.
5. All SPEs (Zone 1 to 29)
6. P.S to Principal Secretary (Edn.) Dte. of Edn., Old Sectt., Delhi.
7. P.S. to Director of Education, old Sectt., Delhi.
8. OS (IT) with the request to place the circular on website.